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Video Playback Not Supported Here is a non-toxic way to clean and disinfect a cutting board, using half a lemon and coarse salt. Let it dry completely overnight before treating it with cutting board oil, specially made for wood. Watch the video above to see Joe's Simple Solution. Sign up today for exclusive
content &amp; tips in your inbox! All products on sale (18,344) 20% Discount or More (9,082) 30% Discount or more (7,747) 40% Discount or more (6,981) 50% discount or more (273) Below $32 (15,261) $32 - $37 (15,261) $37 - $43 (15,261) $43+ (15,261) $ to $Caroline's Treasures ($15,261) 24,154)
East Urban Home (14,470) BigWood Boards (2,742) The Holiday Aisle® (1,269) Cutting Aisle Board Company (596) MORE + Wayfair (16,742) The Holiday®® <3> <9> (1,269) Cutting Board Company (596) MORE + Wayfair (16,742) The Holiday Aisle® (1,269) Cutting Board Company (596) MORE +
Wayfair (16,742) The Holiday Aisle® (1,269) Cutting Board Company (596) MORE + Wayfair (16,742) The Holiday Aisle® (1,269) Cutting Board Company (596) MORE + 434) Amazon (15,868) Wayfair North America (13,531) Houzz (9,448) Bed Bath &amp; Beyond (1,692) MORE + Caroline's Treasures
- Kitchen Independently published - Kitchen East Urban Home - Kitchen CreateSpace Publishing - Kitchen Independently Published - Kitchen Photo: istockphoto.comA chopping board acts as a chopping block at one point , food preparation surface, or serve station-sometimes all three. It is therefore
essential that this cannot-live-without kitchen accessory to be made of a durable material. Pro chefs swear by wood because it's more impact resistant and plumbing than plastic, softer on blades than bamboo, and cheaper than marble or granite. But not all types of wood are superior options. When
buying a cutting board for your home kitchen, know that certain woods handle the chore of heels better than others. RELATED: Buyer's Guide: Cutting BoardsSear reading for a detailed comparison of the best wood for cutting board and butcher block products, so you're sure to have a cutting surface built
to last. What to look for in Wood for Cutting BoardsWeathed the following important attributes of a wood type before deciding on the best wood for your cutting board or butcher block:Photo: istockphoto.com Janka hardness rating: The higher the hardness rating of a wood (measured in pound-strength or
lbf), the harder and better resistant it is scratching, dents, or dings of knives. Opt for hardwood such as maple over softwood like pine; the first usually have a higher hardness rating and are less damage-prone than lower rated softwood. Porosity: Choose closed grain wood (pores invisible to the naked
eye) to keep liquid or bacteria from entering the cutting surface and cause mold growth, wood warping, Stains. The smaller the pores, the better. Open wood (pores visible) such as oak and ash are a poor choice because they enjoy moisture like a sponge and quickly become a breeding ground for
bacteria. Toxicity: Stick to wood that produce edible fruits, nuts, leaves or juice; these are considered food-safe. Exotic forests such as Purpleheart, although attractive, should be avoided as they often contain toxins that can leach from wood and in food placed on the cutting surface. Conditioning: Food-
grade mineral oil should be applied to wood carving boards and butcher blocks to suppress the natural tendency of wood to shrink and deform or split as the surrounding humidity decreases. Typically, you need to condition each quarter after cleaning wooden cutting boards, but some forests shrink more
than others, so you'd need to oil these forests more often. Cost: The prices of store-bought cutting surfaces vary greatly depending on the wood used to make them. Usually cutting boards at the bottom of these ranges and butcher blocks fall at the top. (Alternatively you shop for the hardwood on your own
and create a DIY cutting board that reflects your own style.) The Best Woods for a Cutting BoardFactoring in the above criteria, we have compiled a shortlist of the best forests for a cutting board. See how they stack up below. Photo: istockphoto.com1. MapleBoth soft and hard maple provide excellent
cutting surfaces. But hard maple (£1,450 on the Janka hardness scale) is the industry standard among cutting board makers: It's more scratch- and impact-resistant than beech, teak, or walnut, but not so hard that it will dull your knives. This food-safe, closed grainy hardwood has smaller pores than even



the alternatives below, making it superior to those in blocking bacteria, moisture and stains. But when it forms stains, they are hard to hide on its off-white to amber-yellow surface. Maple cutting boards and butcher blocks also cost more than beech ($20 to $150) and shrink more than teak and walnut as
humidity decreases, so condition maple cutting surfaces monthly to bimonthly.2. BeechMeasuring £1,300 on the hardness scale, this food-safe, closed grainy hardwood is not harmful to knives and offers stellar scratch and impact resistance surpassed only by hard maple. The small pores make it almost
as effective as maple (and more effective than teak or walnut) in fending off bacteria, moisture and stains. However, the cream to pink or brown color shows easier spots than teak or walnut. These cutting surfaces are generally the cheapest ($15 to $100), but they shrink more than any of the three other
forests, so condition your cutting board monthly.3. TeakBoasting a hardness rating of 1,070 pounds, teak holds better against scratches and effects than walnut, but less than beech or maple. But as a tropical closed grainy hardwood, teak costs the most ($25 to $500) and has a high silica content, so
often cutting on a teak cutting surface will dull your knife. Teak shrinks less than any of the other three wooden options for cutting boards, so you get it is conditioned quarterly to biennial. But the large pores make it more vulnerable to bacteria, moisture and stains than walnut, maple or beech. That said,
the orange-brown to dark brown hue of of food-safe wood masks stains better than maple, but not as good as walnut.4. WalnutThe softest of the closed grainy hardwood called, walnut is unlikely to dull knife blades, but it's easier to scratch or dent than the other woods given the lower hardness rating of
1,010 pounds. The medium to large pores of this food-safe wood offer more resistance to bacteria and moisture than teak, but less than maple or beech. It also shrinks less than maple or beech, so conditioning will only be a bimonthly to quarterly enterprise. What's more, the rich chocolate-colored hue of
the wood masks everyday stains and lends countertops a high-end look that is energized by a higher price tag of $20 to $200.Photo: istockphoto.comChoosing Between Wood Grain PatternsIn the category of wooden cutting boards come, you'll find two design varieties: end grain and edge-grain-grain.
These cuts are not just for show; each pattern has a different level of durability. Four to fifteen times more expensive than edge grain surfaces, end grains and butcher blocks are made by cutting together carved wooden planks, so that the short ends of the planks form a flat surface that looks upwards.
The cutting surface looks like a checkerboard consisting of the ends of a 2×4. Because the short ends of wooden planks are more fibrous and have an open wood cell structure, the cutting surface of a final backer plate is softer, softer for your knife and also gives your knife a better grip during cutting.
Small dents are usually only temporary if the open wood cell structure of the cutting surface allows to heal itself, that is, spring back into shape after small impressions have formed. Edge-grain cutting surfaces are created by melting carved wooden planks, so the sides of the shelves form a flat surface that
looks up. The pattern on the surface resembles a series of long, skinny strips like the sides of a 2×4. While these cutting boards and butcher blocks are heavier and thus provide more stability while cutting than end-grain surfaces, they are significantly cheaper than end-grain boards because of their
simpler construction. However, the cutting surface is more difficult and has less giving, so is more likely to dull your blades over time. It also has less ability to heal itself, so it is more likely to show cutting marks. The story behind Jennifer Homcy's cutting boards is as beautiful as the products themselves.
The Florida native learned to work with wood as a child – she grew up helping her father, a hobbyist carpenter, turn driftwood into cutting boards, storage boxes and other handmade pieces. Today she continues the family tradition more than 4,000 further down in Haleiwa, Hawaii, with monkeypod, milo
and koa wood. Homcy saves trees cut down to make way for development, turning what many would consider scrap into simple designs that flood the material's natural natural colour and texture. Buy it! FOUNDWOODworking cutting boards, from $36, etsy.com ----- Plus: See more state souvenirs from
CL Across America » 101 holiday decorating ideas »35 new uses for old things »21 perfect presents for its »65 wow-worthy home makeovers » This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users access their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content on piano.io This site is not available in your country Skip to the main contentHomeCut Parts so much fasterWhen I am on a jobsite where time is money and I need a few cuts to the miter I saw measure my cuts from both ends of the board. I only have to take out
my tape measure and pencil once. Over the course of a day, that adds time saved. – Travis LarsonEn you know you buy workshop storage items at Costco? Thanks to Costco Maybe you don't have much space in your garage for a full DIY workshop, that's why this cart is the perfect solution. Keep all
your tools in the closets, and when the weekend hits you just drag this cart into the center of your garage (or even in the driveway) for your weekend workshops. The butcher block on top is 1-1/2 in. thick, and the tray weight capacity is 100 pounds. Thanks to Costco Do you have many little tools and
pieces that you don't want to lose? This Costco toolbox keeps all your smaller items organized in your workshop. Thanks to Costco Looking for something classier compared to the light stainless steel storage? This wooden workbench with dark stainless steel gives your garage a stylish feel. Although the
cabinets don't have as much storage as some of these other units, it comes with a workspace and large storage for power tools underneath. Thanks to Costco Not only will this Costco toolbox be perfect for tools and other DIY products, but it's also great to get that extra storage space out of the way. If you
recently stocked up in the supermarket for paper towels, coffee, soda, even stationery, this closet is the perfect place to keep it safe and dust-free. Thanks to Costco Is your garage also your workshop space, and is it cluttered with a lot of non-DIY junk? Get it out of the way with this overhead garage
storage rack. Place all sports equipment, bulk items and beach gear on this rack or hang below. This will free up space in your garage for the DIY workshop you've always wanted. Thanks to Costco Keeping the larger tools in order - such as shovels, leaf blowers, even mops or ladders - can be difficult in
a garage or barn. Most people tend to stack them on top of each other, allowing you to dig around for that Use the empty wall space in your garage with this panel set. By knowing exactly where your items are, you save a ton of time. Plus, it's the give you more space in the garage to work on your
projects! Thanks to Costco Not only will this flow wall cabinet set organize all your DIY equipment, but it will look absolutely smooth in your garage. Keep everything in order with these cabinets, along with five bins, six hooks, w magnetic hook, and two metal shelves. Plus with that 6-in work surface, it's
like having your own do-it-yourself workshop at home. Thanks to Costco Isn't the five-set big enough? This seven-piece flow wall not only creates the workshop space you need, but even creates some storage space for those other garage items, like tennis rackets, helmets or skateboards. Thanks to
Costco Now if you have a lot of tools, this could be the storage space you've always dreamed of. It is made with 18-gauge heavy-duty steel with bright white frames and platinum gray doors. It has larger stores for those power tools and other DIY supplies, but also a smaller chest of drawers for those tiny
hand tools that you don't want misplaced. Thanks to Costco This storage rack is so versatile that it can be used for any storage you need. Put those larger power tools on this rack, or get some bins to store the smaller stuff. Or use it to get those knickknacks around the garage out of the way so you have
room to do your DIY project! Originally published as September 28, 2018 Do it right, do it yourself! Yourself!
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